Success Story Automotive

Facts
Challenge
Simpler, quicker, more eco
nomical construction of design
prototypes for the front wing
cascades of Formula 1 racing
cars
Solution
Additive manufacturing of
front-wing-cascade mock-ups
for evaluating different designs
with the EOSINT P 760
Results
• Efficient: short production
times enable more iterations
during product development
and reduce costs.

Innovation leads to shorter lap times and more points (source: Williams Grand Prix Engineering Limited)

• Simple: expensive mold
making is only required for 
final part.
• Functional: exact simulation
of the characteristics of the
actual component.

Additive Manufacturing Delivers
Prototype Perfection at Racing Speeds

Innovative technology puts Williams Martini Racing’s
Formula 1 Team on the podium
Whether measured by the accolades of adoring fans, the distribution of prize money, or the eternal
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